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**A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY**

The impact of advances in sleep and circadian sciences over the last 20 years on medicine, health, and public safety has been limited in part by the lack of availability of objective tools capable of quantifying sleep and circadian function in point-of-care (p-o-c) settings. This whitepaper is a product of a workshop that was designed to bring together thought-leaders in biomarker development, experts in sleep-circadian biology and sleep disorders to identify barriers and opportunities informing the future development of p-o-c diagnostic tools. The workshop entitled, “Developing Biomarker Arrays Predicting Sleep and Circadian-Coupled Risks to Health,” was held in Bethesda April 27–28 2015, and was jointly sponsored by the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute, National Institute on Aging and the Sleep Research Society (hereafter referred to as the biomarker workshop, http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/research/reports). The Sleep Research Society supported a number of early career investigators to attend the workshop. They contributed to the writing of this whitepaper. A biomarker is a “biological molecule found in blood, other body fluids, or tissues that is a sign of a normal or abnormal process, condition or disease.” For the purpose of this whitepaper, “biomarkers” include quantifiable molecules and chemical properties of easily accessible biological samples (e.g., blood, urine, saliva). An ultimate goal is the development of robust and practical approaches for p-o-c or contact implementation in population-based research and most importantly, for clinical applications to enhance sleep and circadian health.

Biomarkers to assess current alertness status, sleep health and circadian function are needed for: research to further understanding of sleep and circadian health science, p-o-c diagnosis of sleep and circadian disorders, for prognosis and to evaluate the risk of associated heart, lung, blood, and aging diseases and disorders, and to assess the adequacy of therapy. The ideal biomarker would show high sensitivity (correctly identify the state and degree of acute sleep loss, and possibly even duration that such a status has been ongoing), specificity (correctly identify the presence/absence of a chronic sleep deficiency, such as would be useful in an annual primary care medical visit). However, the field is currently without any viable biomarkers measurable in easily accessible bio-specimens. The availability of objective platforms capable of quantifying sleep and circadian function will ultimately determine whether advances in understanding sleep and circadian biology can be applied to improve health and disease management and reduce risks to health and public safety.

In parallel with the development of p-o-c biomarkers, which take years to develop, there is urgent need to enhance and validate biosensors, mobile and wearable technologies that can be used in population phenotyping to accurately track sleep and circadian physiology and behavior. Such wearable technologies may facilitate the phenotyping needed to validate biomarkers, but in addition, will provide valuable information that will be useful for improving discovery, clinical diagnostics and intervention, as well as self-management of sleep for wellness.

Together these efforts to develop biomarkers and biosensors will position the field for participation in the Million Vet Program (http://www.research.va.gov/MVP/) and the Precision Medicine Initiatives (http://www.nih.gov/precision-medicine-initiative-cohort-program). With diagnostic tools for p-o-c measurement of sleep and circadian function, medical care and physician practices addressing sleep and circadian disorders and risk for metabolic and other diseases, will be vastly improved, translating into lower health care costs and a healthier population.

**B. THE NEED AND USE CASES FOR SLEEP-CIRCADIAN BIOMARKERS**

A marker of acute sleep loss that tracks alertness and predicts impaired behavioral function and performance relevant to fitness for duty might be used for roadside screening to assess sleep loss as a risk to performance and safe operation of a vehicle. Biomarker detection, sensitive enough to detect a single night of sleep loss would need to be developed with consideration of individual differences, including age and sex. Further, baseline data would likely be required to establish a reliable comparison for subsequent detection of change. Individuals vary in vulnerability to sleep loss and research is needed to elucidate benchmarks of normality.

A marker of chronic sleep loss that predicts risks to health reflecting long term deficiency in duration, timing, or quality of sleep might be used in conjunction with the annual physical examination by the primary care provider. There is a need to develop clinical definitions and phenotypic measures relevant to predicting sleep health-related outcomes.
Biomarkers, as diagnostic aids to facilitate pre-test triage for probable sleep apnea identification, and to help personalize/optimize therapeutic strategy, identify comorbid health risks, and prognostic outcome stratification, would be of great value in patient care. Sleep apnea biomarkers would help improve risk stratification algorithms and elucidate domains of potential comorbidity overlap (heart, lung, and blood disorders), and ultimately inform the selection of targeted/personalized treatments.

In addition to duration and sleep disordered breathing, the timing of sleep is important for optimal restorative, physiological, and homeostatic benefits of sleep. A biomarker that could assess the appropriateness of the timing of the sleep period in circadian time could be used by primary care providers to differentiate insomnia, circadian phase disorders, shiftwork disorder, and extreme chronotypes. Circadian phase biomarkers could also enable the personalization of medical therapy with time-of-day dosing for oncologic and other pharmacotherapies. Surgical outcomes with potential links to circadian physiology such as cardioprotection from remote limb ischemic preconditioning, transplant tissue matching, vaccination, and metabolic disease management would also benefit from such biomarkers.

Sleep deficiency can be built up, not only by acute sleep deprivation, where individuals get by on little or no sleep for a night or two, but by an accrual of smaller deficits that are cumulative, such as 2 or 4 hours of lost sleep, per night over multiple nights, or even longer. Current tools to measure acute and chronic sleep patterns and their adverse consequences are either highly subjective, such as self-reported questionnaires, or involve complex laboratory measurements. The former is subject to imprecision and variation due to both human fallibility as well as disincentive for accurate reporting, for example in employment-based consequences of sleep reporting for transportation or aviation professionals. Laboratory measurements such as EEG based assessment of sleepiness or objective performance measures are expensive and complex, not amenable to general use and there is no conclusive evidence that they provide gold standard measurements by which assessment of the state of chronic sleep loss can be determined. In addition, a longer term sleep deficit may not be recognized by the individual, as there is evidence for a dissociation of subjective sleepiness from objective indices of ability to stay on task and maintain optimal vigilant performance. We know that there are individual differences in response to sleep loss at a behavioral level of assessment and this is highly heritable.

A recent joint consensus statement of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine and Sleep Research Society recommended adults 18–60 years of age get 7 or more hours of sleep per night. The guidelines were based on the preponderance of evidence that failure to get enough sleep on a regular basis is associated with several adverse health outcomes including the development of obesity, and risk for depression, diabetes, hypertension, stroke, cardiovascular disease, and mortality.

The term inadequate sleep may be used in reference to insufficient duration, quality and/or timing of sleep.

There are now fairly standard approaches to developing biomarkers (see Figure 1). First, it is important to utilize broad discovery approaches not only in humans but also in model systems, e.g., rats, mice, Drosophila. It is unknown at the outset which particular approach will be most valuable, hence all the “omic” approaches should be applied—transcriptomics, metabolomics, proteomics, lipidomics, etc.—to determine which platform or combination will ideally identify sleep associated markers. Initial studies could be done in a fairly small sample of subjects (20–40) who are very well phenotyped and characterized. A molecular signature that is found across different species adds confidence that the candidate biomarker is robust. When such a signature is identified, the next step is to validate the reproducibility of the specific signature in larger human cohorts (preferably prospectively, but also from existing) with the appropriate samples and phenotype information. This approach is applied in iterative fashion to refine and perfect the biomarker or biomarker panel.

At the biomarker workshop, breakout groups were formed for the purpose of discussing various sleep-circadian use cases. The availability of biomarkers, needs and use cases for biomarkers are summarized in Table 1. The current state of the field for each area of biomarker development is described in the sections that follow, along with current opportunities and finally, recommendations for how to move forward in the most efficient way.

Figure 1—The Iterative process of biomarker development, illustrating the path for biomarkers from laboratory concept on the left, to clinical adoption, on the right. The connecting band represents the growing number of subjects required at each step in development, from biomarker discovery, leading to clinical adoption.
C. USE CASES

1. Development of a Biomarker of Acute Sleep Deficit

1a. Current Work

The fundamental amount of sleep that may be required between persons varies by age, and it is unclear whether the operational criteria for identifying acute sleep loss should be considered in light of an individual’s inherent sleep need, or based upon a universal threshold. Given that sleep need may vary across the lifespan, a minimum threshold for acutely inadequate sleep for research purposes, would be less than or equal to 6 hours. Recognizing that with more severe acute sleep loss (i.e., total acute sleep loss), consideration of inter-individual differences in sleep need are a less pressing concern in establishing operational definitions of what constitutes inadequate sleep. Regardless of these challenges, the use of acute sleep loss as a research paradigm in animals and humans has yielded potentially promising candidate biomarkers, although as yet, there are none that can fulfill the demands of the use cases.

The term “acute” sleep loss is used here to refer to sleep loss that occurs in the 1 to 3 day range, whereas “chronic” refers to runs of more than 3 days of insufficient sleep that may occur repeatedly over many weeks, months or years (see chronic sleep deficit section, C2). Routine short sleep duration appears to be a particularly appropriate model of chronic sleep insufficiency. The estimated prevalence of short sleep duration (< 6 h per night) across the population is 30%. Individual differences in what constitutes sufficient sleep and acute sleep loss are, however, likely to exist. This underscores the need for objective molecular assessments of consequences that will contribute to a personalized assessment.

Based on the well-established relationship between sleep loss and immune function; many have tested, in controlled hypothesis-driven research, whether a biomarker exits in immune sub-cell populations (such as neutrophils, monocytes, lymphocytes) or inflammatory markers found in plasma, saliva, or urine. Several markers that have been found to be dysregulated in response to acute sleep loss; for example interleukin (IL)-6 in plasma/serum, saliva, or expressed by monocytes, IL-1β or IL-1 receptor antagonist, tumor necrosis factor (TNF) alpha or receptors, chemokine receptor CXCR2 expression, cellular adhesion molecules, natural killer cells, and salivary amylase, among others. Methods that identify candidate markers in invertebrate and vertebrate species, and use these findings to replicate markers in humans, are particularly efficient.

The wide-spread use of exploratory methodologies, using omics based technology for biomarker discovery is largely based on the idea that a molecular profile (i.e. “signature”) or a single biomarker may best identify acute sleep loss. Transcriptomics and metabolomics have been most commonly assessed for biomarker discovery in biofluids for acute sleep loss. There have been few proteomics studies and they have been limited to brain tissue from murine sleep loss models. In humans, studies have reported a reduced diurnal amplitude of several transcripts in individuals identified as neurobehaviorally resistant to sleep loss, compared to those classified as sensitive to sleep loss. Acute sleep loss has been further shown to increase inflammation-related transcripts and cause differential expression of metabolites related to lipid metabolism, neurotransmitters, vitamin B3, and gut metabolism, as measured in plasma. The challenge is complex; and the effects of total sleep deprivation on the transcriptome have been shown to be sensitive to a chronic sleep debt prior to the acute sleep deprivation.

1b. Immediate Opportunities

There are several immediate opportunities for implementation of potentially high-yield strategies in acute sleep loss

---

### Table 1—Summary of need for a sleep and/or circadian biomarker: use cases, currently available markers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Need</th>
<th>Acute Sleep Deficit</th>
<th>Chronic Sleep Deficit</th>
<th>Obstructive Sleep Apnea</th>
<th>Circadian Disruption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use Case</td>
<td>Fitness for Duty</td>
<td>Long Term Health</td>
<td>Triage to Intervention</td>
<td>Personalized Timing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>safety and quality</td>
<td>longitudinal tracking</td>
<td>Tracking of sleep health.</td>
<td>of Therapy/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>assurance assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>health.</td>
<td>Differential Diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for roadside/other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of Sleep Disorders—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>operations involving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>differentiate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>risk.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>insomnia, circadian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently Available</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Melatonin, cortisol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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biomarker research. Since many of the candidate biomarkers that have been identified using hypothesis-driven approaches (such as those related to inflammation and immune function) may also be aberrant in other pathological states besides sleep loss, and thus ultimately have lower probability of demonstrating sufficient specificity as a biomarker for sleep loss in isolation, the search should move beyond those established candidates. Validation of other novel biomarkers such as those related to phospholipid metabolism that have been recently identified using metabolomics, may provide important leads in the search for an optimal biomarker. However, we recognize it is quite possible that no one molecule will sufficiently demonstrate the required sensitivity and specificity to serve as a biomarker for acute sleep loss, and thus combinations of biomarkers (i.e., signatures), that may span several functional domains, may ultimately be required.

2. Development of a Biomarker of Chronic Sleep Deficit

2a. Current Work

Insufficient sleep affects immune function and restricting sleep for several nights leads to increases in neutrophils, monocytes and lymphocytes, and alteration in their circadian rhythmicity. Genome wide blood transcript analysis has identified changes in the abundance of mRNAs of genes related to oxidative stress, metabolism, and immune function in response to one week of insufficient sleep. Exploratory metabolomics have found that sleep reduction by approximately a third for 8 days led to altered metabolic biomarkers, with the clearest effects being elevated plasma amino acids. The effects are small but the findings provide useful information for future studies of chronic sleep loss. Furthermore, diurnal transcript profiles have been shown to associate with neurocognitive resilience to total sleep loss, which is an important consideration in evaluating the utility of a potential biomarker. From a behavioral standpoint, the degree to which an individual is susceptible or resistant to the cognitive effects of chronic sleep loss may be task dependent, and further research is needed to identify a biomarker that might also correspond with cognitive processing speed or other similar parameters of relevance necessary to safely operate vehicles.

Metabolomics approaches have successfully identified metabolites perturbed under controlled experimental models of both total sleep deprivation and partial sleep restriction, with a notable role for lipids. Last year’s study identified two potential markers as common to sleep restriction in humans and animals which may be useful for translational biomarker work. Potential protein markers have also been reported, with particular interest in salivary assessment. Amylase protein was proposed as a possible biomarker of sleep loss almost a decade ago. Saliva peptides have more recently been identified from fatigue studies which may be applicable to sleep loss. However, as salivary amylase is driven by increased sympathetic activity, it may be altered under many circumstances, and therefore lack the necessary specificity of a good biomarker.

A problem common to all these approaches is that systems specific responses to sleep loss have not been well characterized, and their dynamics during several days of sleep loss alternating with one or two recovery sleep episodes, have not been documented. An ideal marker of chronic sleep loss would need to stand out over the circadian influences that might also be characteristic of the biomarker or constellation of biomarkers, under study. Specificity or the degree to which a biomarker exclusively represents chronic sleep loss is important for predictability, but thus far, all of the sleep-related candidate biomarkers appear to be pleiotropic in nature. For instance, adenosine increases with time spent awake, but functions in vasodilation and energy metabolism as well. Cytokines and neurotrophins are additional examples of multifunctional molecules (e.g., innate immunity and inflammation) that are known sleep-related biomarkers. Weighting pleiotropic biomarkers in proportion to their contribution as predictors of chronic sleep loss could allow inclusion and limit their potential bias of depicting alternative processes. Use of multiple sleep loss biomarkers may limit false detection and increase the predictability in a biomarker panel. For use in the clinic the sleep loss biomarker should ideally be accessible using blood, urine, or saliva. While it would be most efficient to have a biomarker panel that could be performed in a single assay type, e.g., DNA, RNA, or protein; a range of panels could be processed independently and subsequently integrated in the analysis phase to provide a single metric or set of linked metrics.

2b. Immediate Opportunities

Despite the many challenges to identifying and validating sleep loss biomarkers, several recent advancements in science have provided the field with important tools by which to overcome some of the road blocks and facilitate sleep loss biomarker profiling. A first immediate opportunity is capitalizing on the development, and increased sensitivity and affordability of omics technologies which greatly expand the number of variables that can be gleaned from just one sample. For example, common microarray techniques provide genome-wide transcriptional coverage of well-characterized genes, gene candidates, and splice variants. Parallel to gene expression analyses, proteomics and metabolomics offer new opportunities to examine in a comprehensive way the dynamic impact chronic sleep loss has on molecular processes. Advanced mass spec (e.g., Tandem, and MALDI-TOF) approaches provide different information than array data or ELISAs. Other exciting research directions at the forefront of science include epigenetics and micro-RNAs as signaling molecules. The idea of state-dependent non-coding RNAs, histone modifications, micro-vesicle or exosome packaging, transport, recognition and docking are all virtually uncharted areas that could yield key biomarkers of chronic sleep loss. Many of these processes are activity-dependent, but their relationship to sleep and responses to sleep loss are just starting to be elucidated.

3. Development of a Biomarker of Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA)

3a. Current Work

An ideal biomarker of OSA would be highly sensitive and specific for OSA-induced end-organ dysfunction, include genetic and behavioral risk factors, and provide information related to prognosis and response to treatment. Identification of such
an OSA biomarker signature would have significant real-world effects. For example, we would be able to identify “vulnerable” and “resilient” patients, allowing us to target therapeutic interventions or offer latitude with watchful waiting. Thus, studies assessing biomarkers in the context of well-defined and validated clinical algorithms are needed.

Biomarkers can also be a physiological signal-based signature such as blood pressure or snoring. Over the last 15 years, a substantial number of studies have tackled the identification of an ideal biomarker for OSA using exhaled breath condensate, salivary, serum and urinary molecules. Although no simple and clinically useful biomarker signature for OSA exists today, considerable progress has been made to identify and detect the presence of OSA and OSA-related consequences. While underlying genetic risk factors are not yet established, gene expression arrays reveal a number of genes that may have discriminatory ability to recognize OSA in children. Furthermore, whole-genome expression measurement of peripheral blood leukocytes was performed at baseline and following continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy in a small cohort of adult patients with OSA; although the diagnostic ability of such approach was not specifically examined, the investigators found evidence supporting the presence of transcriptional suppression in cancer-related pathways. Similarly, urine is a highly desirable biological fluid for diagnostic testing because of its ease of collection and widespread use in clinical laboratories. Urinary proteomic analyses have been used to identify candidate biomarkers for a broad range of human disorders that have included renal disease, diabetes, atherosclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease and cancer. In a cohort of children, 12 candidate urinary biomarkers were identified that could reliably detect OSA. The latter study underscores the feasibility of urine to report pathophysiology in OSA and further suggests that a similar approach may be informative for identifying OSA-associated comorbidities. The use of unique sub-population clusters such as patients with resistant hypertension and OSA, have resulted in specific blood-based biomarkers that can predict favorable or ineffective response to PAP.

It is important to stress that the measures derived from lab-based sleep studies or home-based multichannel recordings are poor predictors of OSA-associated morbidities. In other words, two patients with similar PSG-defined OSA severity may present with markedly different clinical phenotypes—one will manifest substantial end-organ morbidities related to the presence of OSA, while any such morbidity features will be absent in the other. The phenotypic variance in the clinical morbidity of OSA has therefore prompted exploration of biomarkers that would enable the identification of the more “vulnerable” or more “resilient” patients, who would more likely benefit from timely and targeted therapeutic interventions or may be allowed increased latitude regarding their treatment options. Thus, studies assessing the possibility of incorporation of morbidity biomarkers into well-defined and validated clinical algorithms become very attractive. The discovery of an ideal biomarker for OSA-associated morbidities also offers the opportunity to provide information related to prognosis and response to treatment. Ideal biomarkers should be highly sensitive and specific for OSA-induced end-organ dysfunction, should be involved in a causal pathway, and temporal changes in such biomarkers in the context of OSA treatment should reliably predict improvements in the specific end-organ outcomes.

In the context of use cases for biomarker development, a prominent challenge derives from the complex interactions between sleep apnea and obesity, the latter being present in approximately two-thirds of all patients. Thus, the risk exists whereby the discovery process of biomarkers may yield what essentially would correspond to markers of obesity rather than markers of sleep apnea. Thus, it is important to sample broadly, so that lean and non-obese populations are included and can contribute to isolation of OSA-specific markers.

3b. Immediate Opportunities

To successfully achieve such a challenging task, coordinated efforts are needed to link a carefully constructed phenotype to all the omics available today. Once we agree as a community what this phenotype is, we may be able to identify a clean and robust signature in a select, small group of OSA and control subjects. In practice, we would need to collect a medical history (age, family history, co-morbidities, etc.) as well as specimens (blood, urine, saliva and breath volatiles/condensate) and standardized PSG variables and longitudinally correlate them to morbidities and mortality. Animal models of OSA would be essential to identify potential mechanisms at the tissue level that underlies cancer, neurological, cardiovascular, and metabolic disease. Comprehensive data could then be used to risk stratify the long term prognosis and treatment response into a weighed risk score based on what is clinically relevant and what is mechanistically informative. Ultimately we need a unique OSA biomarker signature that is context-relevant, simple and easy to use. Ideally, clinicians would use a disease score to (1) determine prognosis (end-organ dysfunction vs. reversibility) (2) gauge treatment response at the molecular and cellular level, and (3) understand how OSA contributes to other chronic diseases.

We propose 3 major areas of research to develop OSA biomarkers that include both discovery and validation steps. The first is the development of a diagnostic biomarker or biomarker signature (biological candidates and current gold standard PSG) that reliably discriminate between OSA and healthy individuals, between symptomatic individuals with and without OSA, or alternatively, high-risk populations such as commercial drivers. Identifying an OSA biomarker signature will improve overall health by decreasing the burden of oxidative stress and chronic inflammation. In addition, such a biomarker will help identify potential individuals with excessive daytime sleepiness for PSG screening, and thereby help to prevent sleep-related accidents, such as motor vehicle accidents. The second is prognosis biomarkers, which targets symptoms such as sleepiness, (morbidity)—develop a biomarker signature that consistently and accurately identifies which patients with OSA are at risk for developing end-organ morbidities and which patients already have end-organ morbidities. For example, identifying unique biomarker signatures of excessive daytime sleepiness would be clearly desirable. Third is treatment adherence/outcome biomarkers, to develop a biomarker...
signature in treated patients that reliably discerns those that are disease free (vs. those that have residual OSA), and detects continued presence of OSA in adherent patients (to alter treatment). Such a biomarker will decrease healthcare-related costs by eliminating or delaying the need for treatment based on accurate prognostication.

There are many examples of work that can be done immediately. First, we can develop and perform a general population screen using the recording of snoring and breathing patterns on mobile devices such as cell phones. Second, we can work with current non-sleep cohorts and add sleep questionnaires, sleep studies and bank additional blood for future studies. Third, we need to agree as a community what is an OSA phenotype to better select subjects for in-depth, discovery omics. Fourth, using PSGs and biological samples we can start to risk stratify all the variables within the PSG (not only AHI) and develop a weighted PSG “biomarker.” Lastly, we can perform gene sequencing in infants born with apnea.

4. Development of a Biomarker of Circadian Disruption

4a. Current Work

Currently, the diagnosis and treatment of circadian rhythm sleep-wake disorders is dependent primarily on either self-report, or the use of activity monitoring devices. Actigraphy, which consists of an accelerometer that is usually worn on the non-dominant wrist, can be helpful to provide objective measurements of activity and rest periods. Actigraphy has been validated as a means of measuring sleep and wake and recently was demonstrated to be approximately 80% accurate in distinguishing sleep and wake when compared to polysomnography (PSG). Newer devices also are capable of measuring both the intensity and wavelength of light exposure, which can provide additional data to aid in the diagnosis and management of circadian disorders. However, both actigraphy and sleep logs have the limitation that they are a reflection primarily of the sleep-wake cycle, which can be heavily influenced by social obligations and work schedules, so may not provide accurate representation of the internal biological rhythm.

Measurement of melatonin, the circadian hormone produced by the pineal, is one way that circadian phase and amplitude have been measured. Under normal conditions, the onset of melatonin secretion in dim light (DLMO) generally occurs 2–3 hours prior to the habitual sleep time, and melatonin secretion peaks in the middle of the night. Melatonin can be measured in plasma, however this is impractical in the outpatient setting, as samples need to be collected every 30 to 60 minutes for at least 4–5 hours prior to the predicted sleep onset time, most practically through an indwelling venous catheter. As an alternative to obtaining frequent blood samples, melatonin can also be collected in the saliva. Salivary melatonin has been validated as a comparable measure to plasma, and can accurately be obtained by patients using sampling kits at home. However again this requires multiple samples be collected over a 4 to 5 or more, hour time window. If underlying sleep-wake patterns are variable, this window may need to be expanded up to 24–36 hours. In cases such as these where the predicted DLMO is unclear, urine samples may be more useful, as the primary metabolite of melatonin, 6-sulfatoxymelatonin (aMT6s) is secreted in the urine. Urine samples can be collected at scheduled intervals over a 24 to 48 hour period and provide an estimate of timing and amount of daily melatonin production. However, urine collection provides much less precision regarding overall circadian phase when compared to saliva or blood sampling.

Cortisol also has a circadian pattern of release and can be measured in blood or saliva. However, similar to melatonin, accurate phase assessment is dependent on obtaining multiple blood samples over time, making it less practical as an outpatient assessment of circadian phase. In addition, cortisol levels can also be heavily influenced by external factors such as acute stressors. Estimated core body temperature is another marker of circadian timing. However, traditional methods of data collection to approximate core temperature, involving rectal probes or telemetry using swallowed transmitter pills, are not practical. Newer techniques are being developed using wrist-mounted thermometer to measure the daily fluctuations in temperature. While body temperature normally falls as an individual is falling asleep, reaching a nadir, and then beginning to rise ~2 hours prior to waking, skin temperature, on the other hand, begins to increase prior to bedtime, and drops just after awakening. Validation studies have shown good correlation between the evening temperature increase measured at the wrist and DLMO suggesting that this may be another less invasive means of measuring circadian phase timing. However, further validation studies are needed in which the timing of sleep is altered relative to the melatonin and body temperature rhythms. Under conditions when sleep timing is not at the usual nocturnal placement, such as shift-work, it may be more difficult to predict circadian phase.

Individual differences in vulnerability to sleep loss appear to be associated with circadian rhythmicity, such that circadian rhythmicity is not only reduced during sleep deprivation, but the reduction of circadian amplitude is dependent on vulnerability to sleep loss, with more resistant individuals showing more robust suppression of circadian rhythmicity. Lipid homeostasis is heavily influenced by circadian rhythms and several recent studies have used lipid-based omics methods to investigate these systems. One study of 20 healthy young male subjects who had their blood sampled every 4 hours, found that, in a given individual, about 18% of the lipids detected exhibited circadian variation, mostly di- and triglycerides that peaked around waking. Omic investigations have found circadian rhythms in metabolic phenotypes including lipid-mediated energy storage, transport and signaling, however, the rhythms are quite variable across subjects, making circadian biomarker discovery a challenging, but rich area for phenotypic exploration. Likewise, approximately 6% to 9% of the human blood transcriptome displays circadian rhythmicity and could therefore potentially be used to develop a one-sample biomarker for circadian phase. However, this rhythmicity is greatly affected by the timing of sleep, posing a significant challenge for biomarker development.

As for the development of biomarkers for acute and chronic sleep loss, integration of clinical and preclinical work will be important. For example, comparisons of rhythmicity in the
transcriptome in the brain and other organs of rodents to rhythmicity in the human blood transcriptome may aid the development of indicators of circadian phase in the brain and other organs.88

4b. Immediate Opportunities
There are immediate opportunities to advance the study of circadian biomarkers in both the omics and wearable domains. In the omics domain, there is a rapid growth in publicly available datasets with omics data (genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, etc.) through NIH data repositories, such as the cardiovascular cohorts, and other large scale biobank efforts. To the extent that the samples are time-stamped for when they were collected, there are opportunities for data mining in order to identify signatures of circadian phase and amplitude that could be validated in other datasets. A systems biology approach will be needed to integrate data across omics levels.

There are also immediate opportunities to utilize wearable technology to develop circadian biomarkers. The sleep and circadian fields have pioneered work in this area through the use of actigraphy over the past several decades. There is a rapid growth in the types of biosensors available, with heart rate and temperature routinely collected with several available devices. The widespread use of smartphones compliments the use of biosensors through the use of apps. Such technology could be used to track activities, food intake and other factors that can influence circadian rhythms. There is substantial investment by a number of companies in this space so there is considerable opportunity to partner with industry in these efforts. Given that these data are collected in real-world settings, development of sensor technology will need to be paralleled by improved analytic methods that can account for masking influences and identify the endogenous circadian rhythm in the midst of substantial noise.

D. LONG TERM NEEDS, STRATEGIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SLEEP AND BIOMARKERS SCIENCE
The workshop participants agreed that a systems biology approach will be needed to integrate data across acute sleep loss, chronic sleep loss and sleep disordered breathing and circadian phase. Insofar as sleep deficiency presents a biological stress or burden to the organism, it is reasonable to expect that the consequences will vary in part based on genetic and epigenetic systems vulnerabilities. Long-term strategies for developing biomarkers in the sleep and circadian field will need to include several levels of investigation, applying new biomarker measurement technologies.

Although considerable limitations exist in translatability, animal models are still very useful given the possibility of highly controlled and manipulated environments available to examine the impact of sleep loss on biomarkers, not possible to do in humans. Additionally, there is very high conservation between animal and human metabolism, lipids, and signaling pathways, and animal models are cost-effective and capable of high throughput testing compared to human sleep research. Basic animal models and basic human physiology phenotyping are fundamental to the phenotyping discovery process.

Basic human physiology research conducted under highly controlled protocols is needed in order to deeply phenotype and generate a short list of candidate biomarkers, which then inform larger-scale population studies to validated candidate biomarkers. This work must be done in concert with sensitivity to genetic and epigenetic influences on the measures under study. Research must demonstrate reproducibility within individuals, on different occasions, where sleep and circadian factors are held constant. Also important, the research should include conventional non-biochemical markers of acute and chronic sleep loss, such as behavioral and cognitive performance and observable physiologies as these will be needed in iterative validation to help construct an index of sleep loss provided by the biomarker panel.

Biomarker research on sleep and circadian health will require interdisciplinary teams of sleep and circadian scientists, clinicians, biomarker experts, quantitative scientists as well as stakeholders from the military and public health and safety domains. Several recommendations emerged from the breakout group discussions, as well as from the convened group discussions of reports. A few consensus recommendations emerged from the discussions:

(1) Network Capacity—The establishment of a collaborative national sleep-circadian network. This was one of the central recommendations of the Institute of Medicine Report89 and other countries, such as Canada, have recently established such a mechanism. A collaborative national network would have interdisciplinary involvement, help to integrate and link the biomarker, big data, novel therapeutic development and training pipeline. In addition, such a mechanism would enable more cohesive international collaboration and scientific, clinical-translational advancement. A national sleep-circadian network would embrace “team science” and help to foster communication among interdisciplinary scientists and bridge the basic-clinical-translational divide, to expedite the integration of omics and other new technologies, and facilitate an iterative approach to biomarker development. It would facilitate the involvement of experts in biomarker development in sleep-circadian research.

(2) Integrated National Training and Workforce Pipeline Development—Development of interdisciplinary training programs that bring sleep scientists, biomarker researchers and data science experts together. Encourage integrative interdisciplinary team research approaches in training programs in order to capitalize on the opportunities to advance science and improve public health.

(3) Near-term biomarker discovery—Foster biomarker development through secondary analysis programs and incorporation of sleep markers into existing and new cohorts using mobile approaches. Facilitate the identification and advancement of diagnostic biomarkers. Secondary analyses of well-characterized datasets enhanced with sleep/circadian phenotypes would open the door to a new array of hypothesis testing, risk stratification and ultimately new opportunities for the precision medicine initiative. Access to cohorts with specimens time-stamped for sleep and circadian information should be enhanced through a public index that could be accessed through an increased network capacity.
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